








































From:
To: # Board of Elections
Subject: Scytl and the trapdoor BOE submission for 11/28/2022
Date: Sunday, November 27, 2022 12:32:45 AM
Attachments: UniversalVerifiabilitySwissPost scytl trap door.pdf

Dear Allegheny County BOE:

The more that I learn about voting machines, scanners, tabulators, etc., the more determined I
become to make sure that they do not have a future in our elections. As the attached paper,
“Ceci n’est pas une preuve The use of trapdoor commitments in Bayer-Groth proofs and the
implications for the verifiabilty of the Scytl-SwissPost Internet voting system” demonstrates,
they are neither secure, nor transparent.

Following are some quotes from the attached:

“…Scytl…uses a trapdoor commitment scheme, which allows an authority who knows the
trapdoor values to generate a shuffle proof transcript that passes verification but actually
alters votes.” (Page 1 emphasis mine)

“We show that the…-Scytl mixnet specification and code recently made available for analysis
does not meet the assumptions of a sound shuffle proof and hence does not provide universal
or complete verifiability.” (Page 2 emphasis mine)

“We will show how this can be used to produce a proof of a shuffle that passes verification
but actually manipulates votes.” (Page 4 emphasis mine)

“This produces a proof that passes verification, though the election outcome has been
changed.” (Page 6 emphasis mine)

“How can there be a trapdoor when the system has been formally proven secure?
Any formal proof of correctness for any system makes some assumptions that become axioms
in the formal proof. Scytl’s formal proof of security [Scy18] simply models the mixnet as
sound, based on an informal interpretation of Bayer and Groth’s security proof. It does not
model the proper generation of commitment parameters. We do not see any reason to believe
there is an error in Scytl’s proof, but when the axioms are mistaken the conclusions are not
valid.
This does not mean that formal proofs are not valuable—at an absolute minimum, they clarify
assumptions and explain the reasons for trust—but it does mean that they are not a
substitute for broad and open public scrutiny. It is quite possible that there are errors in the
implementations of other cryptographic primitives, that their details may not be modelled in
the formal proofs, and that they may affect either privacy or verifiability.” (pages 8 & 9
emphasis mine)

“This mixnet has a trapdoor—a malicious administrator or software provider for the mix
could manipulate votes but produce a proof transcript that passes verification. Thus
complete verifiability fails.
Even if this particular issue is corrected, we do not know whether there might be other ways of
manipulating votes while still producing an apparently-verifiable election outcome, or other
manipulations that would lead to vote privacy violations.” (Page 9 emphasis mine)



Is there reasonable doubt about the security of this machine? Yes. The machines have made
our elections, and therefore our votes, less transparent and less verifiable. 
If I cannot be certain that my vote was cast and counted with my intention verified (not
manipulated)-then I am being disenfranchised. I am no longer a free citizen of this republic,
but have become a subject to those who have been “selected” by the machines.

No More Machines
No more (S)elections
Hand counted Paper Ballots
Same day voting 
…a return to: “ A Government of the people, by the people, and for the people.”
Thank you.
Brenda Forman
Pittsburgh 15232
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